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On the Structure and Extendibility of k-Power Free Words 
JAMES D.  CURRIE 
The branching of the tree of k-power free words is explored. It is shown that the set of 
k-power free aJ-words over Z is perfect if k > 6 and IZI > 1, if k > 3 and IZI > 2, if k > 2 and 
IZI > 3, or if k > 1 and 1271 > 4. An effective way of showing when a finite k-power free word w 
over Z can be extended to a k-power free w-word over Z is also given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Combinator ics  on words  studies combinatorial properties of sequences of symbols. 
Problems involving combinatorics on words arise in various areas of mathematics; for 
example, one sometimes tudies iterated function systems via symbo l i c  dynamics .  In 
symbolic dynamics one codes the orbit of a point x0 under iterated map f by the 
infinite word aoala2 . . . . .  where P~,/'2 . . . . .  P~ is some partition of a phase space and 
fn(xo) e ea,, n • N. 
An interesting sub-area of combinatorics on words is the study of words avoiding 
patterns. Word w avoids xx  if we cannot write w = YXXZ,  where X, Y and Z are 
words and X is not the empty word. Such a word w is called 2-power  free. A word w 
avoids x k if we cannot write w = yxkz  for words X, Y and Z where X is not the empty 
word. (Here X k denotes the word XX • • • X ,  consisting of X repeated k times in a 
row.) A word avoiding x k is called k-power free. More generally, if w and u are words, 
we say that w avoids u if we cannot write w --- YUZ,  where U, Y and Z are words and 
U is the image of u under a substitution that does not map any letter of u to the empty 
word. It has been known since the turn of the century [25] that there are arbitrarily 
long 3-power free words on 2 letters, and arbitrarily long 2-power free words on 3 
letters. 
In the study of iterated function systems, a Cantor set is considered a 'natural' 
object. No one is surprised to learn that a certain Julia set is a fractal. In the study of 
combinatorics on words, however, demonstrations that certain sets of words avoiding 
patterns are topologically perfect have been scarce. It is claimed in [24] that the set of 
2-power free ~o-words over {0, 1, 2} is perfect. It is known [2] that the set of Z-words on 
{0, 1, 2, 3} avoiding a certain word Ua is perfect. It has also been shown [15] that the set 
of oJ-words over {0, 1} avoiding overlaps is perfect. (This last result, strictly speaking, 
does not involve words avoiding a pattern, but rather words avoiding two patterns aaa 
and ababa. The result is also implicit in [10], via a correspondence b tween words on 
{0, 1} avoiding overlaps, and those 2-power free words on {0, 1, 2} which do not contain 
010 or 212 as subwords.) 
Nevertheless, in [9], the author made the following conjecture: 
CONJECTURE 1.1. Suppose that pattern p is avoidable on alphabet ~Y. Then the set of 
oJ-words over ~Y avoiding p is perfect. 
The author offers $US100 for the settling of this conjecture. 
What reason is there to believe the conjecture? Consider the set L of 2-power free 
oJ-words over {0, 1,2}. This set can be identified with the set S of real numbers 
between 0 and 1 which contain no repetitions in their ternary expansions. The set S 
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can be obtained as follows: First we remove from (0, 1) any number having 2 adjacent 
identical digits in its ternary expansion. Next we remove any number for which the 
ternary expansion contains 2 adjacent identical blocks of length 2. Next, we remove 
any number for which the ternary expansion contains a repeated block of length 3, and 
so on. This construction of S bears a marked resemblance'to the classic 'middle thirds' 
construction of a Cantor set. A similar construction gives the set of to-words over 2` 
avoiding p. 
Here is another heuristic reason to believe the conjecture. If the conjecture is false, 
there is a pattern p, an alphabet 2" and some to-word w over 2" such that w can be 
completely specified by the requirement that w avoid p, and by the prescription of 
some finite prefix of w. This intuitively seems contrary to the Compactness Theorems 
in logic. 
Finally, we offer somewhat more concrete vidence for the conjecture: 
THEOREM 1.2. Let Z be a finite alphabet and let k ~ N. I f  k > 6 and lZl > l, i f  k > 3 
and I.St > 2, i f  k > 2 and 12"1 > 3, or if k > 1 and 12"1 > 4, then the set o f  to-words over 2" 
avoiding x k is perfect. 
While [2, 10, 15] use specific substititions to prove their results, the generality of this 
result requires that we use the more 'brute force' methods of [24]. However, the power 
of these methods pays off, for we are able to specify (for k and Z as in the theorem) 
exactly which finite k-power free words are prefixes of k-power free to-words over Z. 
This gives an alternative method of showing the existence of k-power free to-words 
over Z. 
The reader may wonder why k and 12`1 are restricted in the theorem. The answer is 
that, for the values of k and I~Vl given, an inductive proof in the paper can be started 
easily. This allows us to avoid reference to computer searches. Nevertheless, the author 
plans to write a paper removing these restrictions. Finally, the requirement that k be a 
whole number is only essential to one point in the paper, in the proof of Lemma 4.2. 
The author hopes to extend this work to fractional k. This could lead to progress in the 
study of repetitive thresholds. (See [13].) 
2. WORD PRELIMINARIES 
In this paper, an alphabet 2 is a finite set the elements of which are called letters. A 
word w over _Y is a finite string of letters from Z'. The length of word w is the number of 
letters in w, denoted by Iwl. A set of words is called a language. The language 
consisting of all words over 2` is denoted by 2`*. If x, y E 2`*, the concatenation of x and 
y, written xy, is simply the string consisting of x followed by y. 
The word with no letters is called the empty word and is denoted by e. Suppose that 
w ~ Z*. We call word x a prefix of w if w = xy, some y ~ 2`*. Similarly, word y is a 
suffix of w if we can write w = xy, some x c Z*. We call y a subword of w if we can 
write w = xyz,  some x, z E E*. Word y may appear as a subword of w in many places. 
One specific place where y shows up in w is called an occurrence of y in w. Formally, an 
occurrence o fy  in w is a triple (x, y, z) such that w = xyz. The index of the occurrence 
(x, y, z) of y in w is Ixl + 1. (The index of an occurrence of y in w is n if 'the y in 
question' starts at the nth letter of w.) 
If x E Z* we denote by x" the word consisting of x repeated n times in a row. Thus 
x 2 = xx, x 3 = xxx and so on. We call a word w a k-fold repetition if w = x k, some x ~ e. 
A word w is k-power free if we cannot write w = xyz, where y is a k-fold repetition. 
Suppose that a word w has the form w =xykz for some word y ~ e, where x and z 
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are respectively a suffix and a prefix of  y. In this case we say that y tiles w, or 
alternatively that y is a tile for w. 
REMARK 2.1. One sees that if y is a tile for w and Iwl ~ k lYl, then w contains a 
k-fold repetition. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let w and u be words and let k and l be natural numbers with k > 1. 
Suppose that lul = (k - 1)L I f  w contains 2 occurrences of  u, the indices of  which differ 
by l, then w contains a k-fold repetition. 
PROOF. If k=2,  the result is obvious. Suppose that k>2.  Let w=xuy=xu 'uy ' ,  
where lu'l =/ .  Since uy =u'uy ' ,  it follows that the first 21 letters of u are u'u'. 
Repeating this argument, it follows that u =(u ' )  k-~, so that w contains the k-fold 
repetition u 'u  = (U')k. [] 
An to-word over alphabet 27 is an infinite sequence of letters of 27. If w = {wi}i~ is 
an to-word over 27, then each finite initial segment w~, w2 . . . . .  wn of w will correspond 
to some word w, w2- • • wn of 27*. In this case we say that wl w2" • • wn is a prefix of  
to-word w. Define a set lim L of to-words over 27 by 
lim L = {w: each prefix of  w is in L}. 
For the remainder of  this paper we suppose, without loss of  generality, that ~' is  the 
alphabet {0, 1, 2 . . . . .  1271 - 1}. We will further suppose that L is the set of k-power free 
words over 27, some k > 1. 
We consider lim L to be embedded in R as follows. Let w = {w;}i,~ E lim L. We 
identify w with the real number  having decimal expansion O.w, w2w3.. ,  in base 1271. 
(The fact that words of  lim L are k-power free means that no 2 distinct words of lim L 
are identified with the same real number.)  
Two words of  lim L are close together with respect to the usual euclidean distance if 
they agree on a long initial segment. Recall that a subset of R is perfect if it is closed 
and has no isolated points. In the present case it is clear that lim L is closed in R. To 
show that lim L is perfect, it will suffice to show that no word of lim L is isolated; that 
is, if w e lim L, there are words of lim L which agree with w on as long an initial 
segment as we like. 
3.  TREE PREL IMINARIES  
We will consider L to be ordered by the prefix order: 
u ~< v iff u is a prefix of v. 
Following the usual notations for orders, we write u < v if u ~< v, u ~ v and u < v if 
u < v and there is no w E L such that u < w < v. In this last case we say that v is an 
upper cover of u. The meet of words u and v is their longest common prefix, denoted 
by u ^  v. We define the degree of u to be the number  of  upper covers of u in L, denoted 
by deg(u). Thus if u is maximal, deg(u)= 0. If deg(u)~<l  we call u L-fixed. If  
deg(u) < 1271, we call u L-restricted. Clearly, deg(u)<~ 1271. 
The diagram of the ordered set (L, ~<) is a tree, a directed graph. We are thus ab le  
to speak of graph-theoretic notions related to L. For example, by a path in L, we refer 
to a directed path in the tree which is the diagram of (L, <~). By the statement 
'1)11/2 " " " V n is a u11 path' we mean that u = vl < 1/2 "~ " " " < "On = 11, 
Let u, 11 E L. The interval [u, v] is defined by [u, 11] = {w e L: u ~< w ~< 11}. If u ~< 11 
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we identify [u, v] with the unique directed uv path in the diagram of L. It will also be 
convenient o use the notation [u, oo] = {w: u <~ w}. 
We call [u, o] a core if 
[w, oc] - [v, ~c] is finite whenever u ~< w < v 
and 
[v', oo] is infinite for at most cover v' of v. 
Suppose that, for some w ~ [u, v], 
Z < w, some z ~ [u, v] 
and 
[w, oo] is finite. 
In this case, we call [w, 2] a cul-de-sac of [u, v] spouted by z. Denote the set of 
culs-de-sac of [u, v] by c¢([u, v]). If c is a cul-de-sac of [u, v] spouted by z, the length 
of c is Ic l - - Iw l -  Izl, where w is a longest word in c. Thus Icl is the length of the longest 
path in c. 
If [u, v] is a core, let B([u, v]) = [u, v] U U~(l , , . ,Dc.  Thus B([u, v]) comprises those 
words either in [u, v] or in some cul-de-sac of [u, v]. The pair B = (B([u, v]), [u, v]) is 
called a bottleneck. We call [u, v] the core of B and c¢([u, v]) the culs-de-sac of B. 
Note that more than one path in a bottleneck B may be a core for the bottleneck; 
this is why the specification of a bottleneck B always includes a specification of its core. 
A bottleneck is a section of the diagram of L through which any two paths to infinity 
must coincide. Since there are no paths to infinity through a cul-de-sac, any directed 
path in a cul-de-sac is the core of a bottleneck. 
By a word of bottleneck B, we mean a word of B([u, v]). The index of a bott leneck 
B with core [u, v] is index(B)= lul. The length of a bottleneck B with core [u, v] is 
defined to be card[u, v] = Io l -  lul + 1, and is denoted by IBI. Thus if B is a bott leneck 
with core [u, v] then IBI is the length of the path from u to v. We call bott leneck B 
regular when B is at least as long as any of its culs-de-sac. 
REMARK 3.1. The longest path in a cul-de-sac will be the core of a regular 
bottleneck. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. In Figure 1, path VlV2 is the core of a bottleneck, but not of a regular 
bottleneck, since the cul-de-sac spouted by v2 has length 3 > card[v~, rE] = 2. On the 
other hand, path v304 is the core of a regular bottleneck. 
FIGURE 1. A regular bottleneck with core [vl, v4] = 111020304. 
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Let B and B'  be bottlenecks. We say that B contains B '  if every word of B '  is a word 
of B. 
LEMMA 3.3. Any bottleneck contains an L-f ixed word. 
PROOF. Let B be a bottleneck. Let v be a word of the core of B. If v is L-fixed, we 
are done. If v is not L-fixed, then v spouts a cul-de-sac, which contains a maximal 
word. However, any maximal word is L-fixed. [] 
LEMMA 3.4. Every bottleneck o f  length at least m contains a regular bottleneck o f  
length at least m. 
PROOF. Let B be a bottleneck of length at least m. If  no cul-de-sac of B is longer 
than B we are done. Otherwise, let c be a cul-de-sac of B with [c[>[Bl>~m. The 
longest path in c is the core of a regular bottleneck of length Icl, and we are done. [] 
LEMMA 3.5. Every bottleneck o f  length at least m contains a regular bottleneck o f  
length exactly m. 
PROOF. Let B be a bottleneck of length at least m. By the previous lemma, B 
contains a regular bottleneck of length at least m. Suppose that B contains no regular 
bottleneck of length m. Let B '  be a regular bottleneck in B such that IB'I ~> m, with 
the number of vertices in B'  as small as possible. Let the core of B '  be v~v2. • • vn with 
n >m.  Consider the bottleneck B" with core v~v2" • • vn_~. We see that [B"I = n - 1 >I 
m, but B" has fewer vertices than B' ,  so that B" cannot be regular. 
Since B" is not regular, let c be a cul-de-sac of B" with Icl > IB"I = n - 1 ~> m. Let p be 
a path in c with IPl = Icl. Then/~ = (c, p) is a regular bottleneck of length at least m, 
but c contains fewer vertices than B ' ,  which is impossible. [] 
4. FIXING BLOCK INEQUALITIES 
Suppose that a word w is L-restricted. For some c ~ ~,, wc must contain a k-fold 
repetition: wc = x (yc )  k for some words x and y, possibly empty. We see that w has a 
suffix w' = (yc)k-ty.  We call this suffix of w a f ixing block for w. This fixing block is 
'almost' a k-fold repetition of yc. We call lycl the period of the fixing block w'. 
REMARK 4.1. One sees that yc is a tile for w'. In fact, any subword of the fixing 
block w' of length a multiple of lycl will tile w'. Because of the 'periodic' nature of w',  
any subword u which occurs in w' with index i > lyc[ will also occur in w' with index 
i - lycl. Similarly, if u occurs in w with index i ~< Iw'l - lycl - lul + 1 then u also occurs 
in w with index i + lycl. 
LEMMA 4.2. 
Suppose that 
For i = 1, 2, let vt be an L-restricted word with f ixing block (yici)k-lyi. 
lY2c21 ~ ly~cd, 
not both lylcd = ly2c21 and Ivd = Iv21, 
Ivx AV21 + (k - 2) ly~cd > Ivzl - ly2c21. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
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Then 
lY2C21 1> 2 lylcll 
Ioll - Ioll A Io21 
k-1  
PROOF. 
that 
For i = 1, 2, write 0; = xi(yicl)k-ly~. For the sake of a contradiction, suppose 
Ioll - Iol A O21 (4) 
ly2c2[<21ylcll k -1  
From (3), Iv~ AV21 + (k - 2) tY2C21 > 1021- ly2c2h since ly2c21 I> ly, cd, so that 1021- 
(k--1)lY2c21<lvlAV21. This means that x2Y2C2 is a common prefix of vl and v2. 
Similarly, 1011 - (k - 1) lylcll <~ 1011 - (k - 1)(2 lylcll - lY2c21) < 101AV21, by (4), SO that 
xlylcl is a common prefix of vl and 02. 
Note that if we now suppose I011 = Iv21 and lylcd = ly2c21 we find 
Ixll-- I011- k lylcd + 1 = I021 - k lY2c21 + 1 --- Ix21. 
Since vl and o2 have a common prefix of length at least Ixl ylcll = Ix2y2c21, it follows 
that x~ = x2, yj = Y2 and cl = c2, so that vl = 02. Therefore we could replace condition 
(2) by the condition that vl # 02. 
First we establish the case in which lylcd--ly2c21. By (2), I011 ~ I021. Suppose, 
without loss of generality, that Io21>1o11. Thus Ix21>lxd. We write x2=xlx  ' with 
x'  ~ e. Write 01AV2 = X~X'p'p", where Ip"l = lylcll = ly2c21. Since p" is a subword of 
(ylcl)k-tyl of length lylcd, P" tiles x'p'p", which is a subword of (ylcl)k-lyl. Similarly, 
p" is a subword of (y2c2) k-I of length ly2c2h so that p" tiles (y2c2)k-ly2. In total, p" tiles 
the subword x'(y2c2)k-ly2 of 02, which has length >~k ly2c21 -- k Ip"l. Thus 02 contains a 
k-fold repetition, which is impossible. 
Now suppose that lY2c21>lylcd. Write VlAV2 =xlylclq'q", where Iq"l = 
(k - 1)(lY2c21- lylcd). This is possible since, by (4), 
1011 - (k - 1)(2 lylcd - lY2c21) < 101Av2l 
or 
I011- (k - 1)lylcll < I01AV21- (k - 1)(ly2c2l- lylcd). 
Let lylc~q'l + 1 = Q. Thus q" occurs in (ylcl)k-lyl with index Q > ]ylcd. It follows that 
q" also occurs in (ylcl)k-ly 1 with index Q -lylc11. Each of these occurrences of q" in 
(y~c~)k-lyl corresponds to an occurrence of q" in vl AV2, with the indices Ixd + Q and 
Ixll + Q - l yl cd respectively. In fact, these occurrences of q" in vl A 02 also correspond 
to occurrences of q" in (y2c2)k-ly 2 at indices IXll + Q -Ix21 and Ixd + Q - ly lC l [ -  Ix21, 
since 
Ixii + Q - lylCll > Ix21 
Ixd ÷ lylclq'l ÷ 1 - lylcd > Ix21 
<=> Ixlylclq'l + I -lylcd > Ix21 
<=> 101 A021 -- (k - 1)(IY2c21- IylcII) - lylcd > 1021- k IY2C21 
<=> 101 A021 + (k - 2) lylc~l > 1021 - IY2C21, 
which is (3). 
Now there are two possibilities. If Ixii + Q - Ix21 > ly2c21, then applying Remark  4.1 
with u = q", w' = (y2c2)k-ly 2 and i = Ixd - Q - Ix21, we see that (y2c2)k-ly 2 contains an 
occurrence of q" at index Ixd + Q-  Ix21- ly2c21. In this case (y2c2)k-~y 2 contains 
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occurrences of q" at indices Ixd + Q - Ix21 - ly2c21 and Ixll + Q - lylcll - Ix21. These 
indices differ by ]y2c21- ly~cd = Iq" l / (k -  1). By Lemma 2.2, v2 contains a k-fold 
repetition, which is impossible. 
If, on the other hand, Ixd + Q - Ix21 <~ lyEc21, then 
IXl"l + Q -Ix21- lylcll 
~< ly2c21 - ly~cd 
< 2 lylctl- lylcd by (4) 
<~ (k - 1) lYlcll 
= (k lY2c21- 1) - (k  - 1)(lY2c21- lyacd) -lY2c21 + 1 
= I(y2c2)k-lY21- Iq" l -  lY2C21 + 1. 
Applying Remark 4.1 with u = q", w = (y2c2)k-ly2 and i = Ixd + Q - Ix21 - ly~cd, it 
fol lows that  q" occurs  in (y2c2)k-ly2 at index (Ixd + Q - Ix21 - ly~cd) + ly2c21 as wel l  as 
at index Ixd + Q-  Ix21. Since the indices of these occurrences of q" differ by 
ly2c21- ly~cd = Iq" l / (k -  1), by Lemma 2.2, v2 contains a k-fold repetit ion, which is 
impossible. [] 
COROLLARY 4.3. For i = 1 . . . . .  r, let vi be an L-restricted word in L with f ixing block 
(yici)k-lyi . Suppose that for  i = 1 . . . . .  r - 1, 
lyi+lci+ll >I lyicil, (5) 
not both ly~c~l -- ly,+,ci+,l and Iv;I = Iv~+~l, (6) 
Iv~^ v;+ll + (k -2 ) ly~cA > Iv i+d-  ly~+ac,+d. (7) 
Then 
1 r--1 
lYrC~I >1 2r-I ly~c,I -- k-----~ j=~,. 2r-'-J(Ivjl - Ivj A Vj+,l). 
PROOF. This follows from Lemma 4.2 by induction. [] 
COROLLARY 4.4. I f  V is a word o f  L with degree d < I~:1, then v has a f ixing block o f  
period >!2 Izl-a-1. 
PROOF. If degree(v) = d < I~1, then v has at least r = I-Vl - d distinct fixing blocks. 
For i = 1 . . . . .  r, let vi = v, and apply the previous corollary. [] 
5. BRUSHES 
Brushes are finite directed trees which abstract certain propert ies of regular 
bottlenecks. In this section we prove a technical emma about brushes. Let  t be a word 
of length 4 over 
alphabets ~i by 
{1, 2, 3, 4} Write t = tlt2t3t4, ti E {1, 2, 3, 4}. Define words wi and 
z, = {i} w: = 1 
~2 = {1, 2} w2 = 12 
~3 = {1, 2, 3} w3 = 123 
z4 = {1, 2, 3, 4} w4 = 1234. 
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123 1234 
FIGURE 2. The brush B(t) with t= 3112. 
= = U~=I Li(t). Let Ls(t) be the language obtained Let Li(t) {wixti: X ~ r,,}. Let Ls ( t )  4 
by closing [-,s(t) under subwords. Let B(t) be the ordered set (Ls(t), <-) where ~< is 
the prefix order. We call words of £s(t)  critical words of B(t). I f  b is a directed tree 
with B = B(t) for some t E {1, 2, 3, 4}*, It[ = 4, then B is called a brush. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. In Figure 2, L1(t)= {1111, 1222, 1333}. For typographical  clarity, the 
only words which are labelled are the w~ and the critical words. 
If t is understood we sometimes write Li for Li(t), Ls  for Ls(t  ) and Ls for Ls(t). 
Let k ~ • be fixed, k > 1. Let ot > 17/(3k - 3) be fixed. Let B = B(t) be a brush. Let  
u be an r-tuple of distinct words o f / , s .  For i = 1 , . . . ,  r - 1, let di(u) = [uil - lu i^ui+d.  
Thus if u~ E L/(t) and Ui+l e Lk(t), then 
di(u) = {tj fo r j  < k, (8) 
tj + j - k for j>~k.  
When u is understood, we write d~ for di(u). Define 
r - la  - 2"-I-Jdj i fd l  . . . .  d~- l~ 17/3, 
bound(u)= k 1 .= ' 
otherwise. 
Suppose Uc_Ls .  Let Igl = r. Denote by ~(U)  the set of all ordered r-tuples of U. 
Define 
bound(U)= min bound(u).  
Define 
bound(B)  = max bound(U).  
u~gs 
LEMMA 5.2. Let B be any brush. Then bound(B)  I> 8or - 68/(3k - 3). 
PROOF. Let B = B(t) be given. It suffices to show that LB contains a subset U such 
that whenever u = (Ul, u2 . . . . .  ur) is an ordering of the elements of U, then for each 
i = 1, 2 . . . . .  r - 1 we have bound(u)  >~ 8a - 68/(3k - 3). 
Case 1: Word t contains a subword titi+l with ti+l <<-3, ti + ti+l >15. In this case, 
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Let  
Thus 
d; ~< 5 ~< 17/3, 
As a consequence, 
d~ ~<5 
d~ + d2~<9 
d~ + d2 + d3 <~ 13 
d~ + d2 + d3 + d4 <~ 17. 
16,~ - (8d~ + 4d2 + 2d3 + d4)/(k - 1) 
= 16a - [4d, + 2(dl + d2) + (d, + d2 + d3) 
+ (d~ + d2 + d3 + d4)]/(k - 1) 
/> 16a - [20 + 18 + 13 + 17]/(k - 1) 
= 16a - 68/(k - 1) 
I> 8a - 68/(3k - 3), since a > 17/(3k - 3). 
Combining case 1 with this case, we may assume that t ~ {1, 2, 3}*. 
Case 4: Word t contains a subword titi+lti+2, where t;+2 = 3. In this case we choose 
U to have 3 words in Li+2, and one each in L,. and L~+I. Now (10) holds, and we are 
done. We may assume by case 2 that t does not contain any of 313, 213, 113 or 123 as a 
subword. By previous cases we can also rule out the possibility of 34, 33, 32, 311, 312, 
313, 314 (which contains a 4), 43 or 23 being a subword of t. We may thus assume that t 
does not contain a 3; if a 3 is the first or second letter of t then t contains 311, 312, 313, 
314, 32, 33 or 34; however,  if 3 is the third or fourth letter of t then t contains 113, 213, 
choose U to contain 5 words: t~+l words f rom L j+ I ,5 -  t~+l words f rom L~. 
u E ~(U) .  By (8) we will have 
d~ ~ 4 ~ 17]3, for  i = 1, 2, 3, 4. (9) 
As a consequence we find that 
16or - (8dl + 4d2 + 2d3 + d4)/(k - 1) 
i> 16a - 4(8 + 4 + 2 + 1)/(k - 1) 
= 16a - 60/(k - 1) 
/> 8or - 68/(3k - 3), since ,1, > 17/(3k - 3) 
and we are done. For  the remainder  of the proof  we may assume that t has no 
subwords 43, 42, 41, 33, 32 or 23. 
Case 2: Word t contains a subword titi+~ti+2, where t~+~ 3, ti+2 <~ 2, ti + ti+t + t~+2 I> 
5. In this case we could again choose U to contain 5 words: t,.+2 words f rom Li+2, 
min(5 - t~+2, t~+~) f rom L~+I and max(5 - t,.+l - t,.+2, 0) words f rom L~. Again (9) is seen 
to hold, and we are done. This means that we may assume that t does not contain 312, 
311,222, 221,212, 131 or 122. 
Case 3: Word t contains a subword tit~+~, where t~ + t~+~ > 5. In this case, we could 
let U consist of  t,.+~ words f rom L~+~, 5 - t~+~ words f rom L~. By virtue of case "1 we 
may assume that t~t~+~ qt {43, 33, 23, 42, 32, 41}. Thus in this case t~+~ = 4. We choose U 
to contain 5 words: 4 f rom L~+~ and one f rom L~. By (8) we see that 
with di = 5 for at most one value i E {1, 2, 3, 4}. (10) 
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313, 413 (which contains a 4), 23, 33 or 43. From now on we may assume that 
t • {1, 2}*. 
Case 5: The last letter of t is a 2. In this case, let U consist of 2 words from L4, and 
one word from each of the other Lv Then (10) holds, and we are done. We have ruled 
out the possibility that the last letter of t could be anything but a 1. 
Case 6: I£BI/> 5. We may assume that t • {1, 2}* and t 4 :;~ 2. In this case, let U be 
any 5 words of £n and (9) holds, so we are done. 
Case 7: Word t = 1111. 
Thus 
In this case, 
d, -< 4 -< 17/3 
dl +d2~<5 
d~ + d2 + d3---7. 
8a - (4dl + 2d2 + d3)/(k - 1) 
-> 8a - [2d, + (dr + d2) + (dr + d2 + d3)]/(k - 1). 
>t 8a - [8 + 5 + 71/(k - 1) 
>I 8a - 68/(3k - 3), 
since a > 17/(3k - 3). Thus in every case, the lemma is established. [] 
6. LONG BOTTLENECKS HAVE LARGE INDEX 
LEMMA 6.1. Suppose that every regular bottleneck of  length at least m contains an 
L-restricted word with an associated fixing block of  period at least am, a > 17/(3k -3 ) .  
Then each bottleneck of  length at least 4m must contain an L-restricted word with an 
associated fixing block of  period at least 4m(2a - 17/(3k - 3)). 
PROOF. Call a word v m-critical if v is L-restricted, with a fixing block of period at 
least am. Let us suppose that the hypothesis of this lemma holds; namely, that every 
regular bottleneck of length at least m contains an m-critical word. By Lemma 3.4, 
every bottleneck of length at least m contains a regular bottleneck of length at least m, 
and hence an m-critical word. To prove the lemma, it suffices to show that every 
regular bottleneck of length exactly 4m contains an L-restricted word with fixing block 
period at least 4m(2a - 17/(3k - 3)) since, by Lemma 3.5, every regular bottleneck of 
length at least 4m contains a regular bottleneck of length 4m. 
Let/~ be a regular bottleneck of length 4m, and let p be the path which is the core of 
/). Let p, be an initial segment of p. Path Pt will be the core of some bottleneck Bi. 
Choose p, so that B, contains an m-critical word, while [Pt[ = [Bd is as short as 
possible. By our hypothesis, IPd ~<m. Let the first word of p be 00, and let the last 
word of p, be 0,. Then 10,1- 10ol ~<m. Furthermore, 0x is either m-critical, or spouts a 
cul-de-sac e, containing an m-critical word. (As a notational convenience, if 0it is 
m-critical, allow e~ to be an 'empty' cul-de-sac spouted by 0t.) Proceeding analogously, 
we can find distinct words 00, 01, 02, 03 and 04 of p such that for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 
IO/I- 10/-,I ~<m, and 0/spouts a cul-de-sac ei such that ei 0{0/} contains at least one 
m-critical word. 
For i = 1, 2, 3, 4, let ~i = max(l, Lie/I/m/). If ~g > 1, then ~/contains a path of length 
?;m. This path cdn be broken into ~; paths of length m, each of which is the core 
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of a bott leneck of length m. It follows that e, contains t, m-critical words. Let  /~ = 
{w e ~i U {Oi}: w is m-critical, Iwl < IO,I + t~m}. Thus IL,I >I t,. Let L = [.-~/=1 Li" Since ei 
is a cul-de-sac of regular bott leneck/~,  it follows that le, I ~ 4m, so t, ~< 4. 
Let I be the maximal period of a fixing block of  a word in B. We wish to show that 
1 t> 4m(2a - 17/(3k - 3)) or, equivalently, that I /m >I 8a - 68/(3k - 3). Suppose that 
we have an r-tuple 12 of distinct m-critical words of /t, a = (a~, a2 . . . . .  a~) with 
associated fixing blocks I~,12,. . .  ,Ir, such that am<- l~<- I2<- . . . I r .  For  i=  
1, 2 . . . . .  r -  1, let a , (a)  = (la,I-la,^a~+ll)/m. Suppose that a , (a)  ~< 17/3 for i = 
1, 2 . . . . .  r - 1. In this case, we can apply Corol lary 4.3, letting v, = a~. Clearly (5) and 
(6) hold, and 
Iv i+d-  Ivi ^ vi+d ~ 17m/3 
< (k - 1)am 
~< (k - 1)Ii 
~< (k - 2)1- + I,+~ 
so that [vi ^ o,+d + (k -2) I~ > ]v~+d- I,.+~, and condit ion (7) of Corol lary 4.3 holds. We 
conclude that 
1 r - -  1 2 r _ 1 -Jmaj i>>. 2r-l/i 
-k - - - - l i=~ 
- -  2 r - -  1 --J~J ~>m 2r-la li=~ 
If a can be chosen so that 2r-b~ -- Y~;--~ 2r-~-Jaj/(k - 1) ~> 8a - 68/(3k - 3), then we 
are done. 
Consider the brush B(t)  with t; = i ,  i = 1, 2, 3, 4. By Lemma 5.2 there is a subset U 
of £B(t) such that whenever u = (u~, u2 . . . . .  ur) is an ordering of the words in U, we 
have di ~< 17/3 for i = 1, 2 . . . . .  r - 1, and bound(u)  ~ 8o~ - 68/(3k - 3). Let  such a U 
be given. 
Find a set 0 ~_/'. of m-critical words of /1  such that 
I0 n LI = IU n L,(t)l. 
This is possible, since 
IL, I = t, = t; ~ IL,I. 
Let the words of 0 be al, a2 . . . . .  ar, with the labelling corresponding to increasing 
fixing block length. Choose an r-tuple of distinct words u = (ul, u2 . . . . .  ur) of  words of 
U such that u, e Lj if a, e Lj. 
Now suppose that a ie  Lj, a;÷a e Lk, some j, k e {1, 2, 3, 4}. In this case, Oj <~ a,, 
fJk <~ 0,+~ and 
l a ,^a,÷d>~!o/ I  i f j<k ,  
tlVkl if j >- k. 
Since a, e Lj, we know that la,I - 10jl ~ tim. Thus 
ma, = la,l - la, ^ a ,+d ~ ( l i :  + lOjl _ lOkl 
fo r j<k ,  
fo r j~k .  
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Thus 
Thus 
a, = (la;I - la; ^ a,+,l)lm 
_< ~?i m/m 
t ( / jm + I%1 - 10kl)/m 
^ for j  <k  
~<(; i+ j -k  fo r j~>k 
={t j  fo r j<k  
tj + j + k fo r j~>k 
= di 
~< 17/3. 
fo r j  <k  
fo r j~  > k 
r - I  
~ 2"-'a - ~ 2~-'-Jaj/(k - 1) 
j=!  
" r - |  
>~2r-la - ~ 2r-l-JdJ(k - 1) 
j= l  
= bound(u)  
~> 8or - 68/(3k - 3). 
and we are done. [] 
LEMMA 6.2. I f  every regular bottleneck of  length at least m contains at least one 
L-restricted word with an associated fixing block of  period at least am, for some 
a > 17/ (3k -3) ,  then each bottleneck of  length ~>4"m must contain at least one 
L-restricted word with an associated fixing block of period at least 4"m(2"(a  - 17/(3k - 
3))). 
PROOF. The result follows from Lemma 6.1 by induction, since a > 17 / (3k -  3) 
implies that 2a - 17/(3k - 3) > 17/(3k - 3). [] 
REMARK 6.3. If k > 6 and 12:1 > 1, if k > 3 and 12:1 > 2, if k > 2 and 12~1 > 3, or if k > 1 
and 12:1 > 4, then the hypothesis of the lemma holds with m = 1, a = 2 ix)-2. By Lemma 
3.3, any regular bottleneck contains an L-fixed word. Such a word has a fixing block of 
period at least 2 ~xl-z ~> 17/(3k - 3) for these values of k and 12:1. 
For the remainder of this section assume that k > 6 and 12:1 > 1, k > 3 and 12:1 > 2, 
k > 2 and 12:1 > 3, or k > 1 and 12:1 > 4. We have established the following theorem: 
THEOREM 6.4. There is a constant ot > 17/(3k - 3) such that each bottleneck of  length 
at least 4 n contains an L-restricted word with an associated fixing block period of  at least 
4"(2"(cz - 17/(3k - 3))). 
REMARK 6.5. From this result it follows that one can find a positive constant al 
such that any bottleneck B contains some word v with a fixing block of period at least 
a,  IBI]. 
THEOREM 6.6. There are positive constants a2 and a 3 such that if  B is any bottleneck 
such that JBI >a2,  then index(B)~> a3 IBid. 
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PROOF. We first establish the theorem in the ease in which B is regular. As we have 
just remarked, we can find a word v in B such that v has a fixing block of period at" 
least al[BI ]. However, by the definitions of fixing blocks and regular botIlenecks, this 
means that 
al Inl~ ~< Ivl ~< index(B) + 2 Inl. 
Thus (al - 2 IBI-~) IBI~ = al IBI ~ - 2 Inl ~< index(B). Choose a2 so large that al - 2a~½ 
is positive. Let a3 = a~ - 2a2 ~, and the result follows. 
Now suppose that B is not regular. Let c be any cul-de-sac of B such that Icl ~> [BI. 
Let Pc be a path in c of length Icl. Then B'=(c ,  pc) is a regular bottleneck with 
In'l = Icl I> IBI. Also, index(B') = index(c) ~< index(B) + IBI. Thus 
index(B) >-- index(B ') - IBI 
~> a3 IB'I ~ - IBI ,  whenever IBI > a2 
>~ a3 IBI ~ - IBI 
= (a3 -Inl-½)IBI i. 
Choose a2~a2 so large that a3 -a~ ½ is positive. Let a3=t~3--a2 ½, and the result 
follows. [] 
7. MAIN THEOREMS 
THEOREM 7.1. Suppose that k>6 and [Z I>I ,  k>3 and IX[>2, k>2 and 12:1>3, 
or k > 1 and I-~1 > 4. Then the set lim L is perfect. 
PROOF. It follows from [25] that lim L is non-empty. To show that lim L is perfect, 
it suffices to show that lim L contains no isolated points. 
Suppose that lim L contains an isolated point. This means that there will be some 
infinite path p all the culs-de-sac of which are finite. Let the length of the initial word 
of p be n. Any initial segment of p forms the core of a bottleneck of index n. This 
means that (L, ~<) contains arbitrarily long bottlenecks of index n, contradicting 
Theorem 6.6. [] 
REMARK 7.2. Let w e L. If w is not a prefix of any to-word in lim L, then there is 
some longest word v E L such that w is a prefix of v. Write v = ww', w' ~ L. If w' ~ e, 
the word w' will correspond to the core of a bottleneck B, with IBl=lw'l, 
index(B)= Iwl +1. By Theorem 6.6, there are constants a2 and a3 such that if 
Inl = [w'l >a2, then index(B)~ a3 IBIS, or Iw'l ~<a3](lwl + 1)]. It follows that if we can 
find a word v e L such that w is a prefix of v and 
Ivl > max (Iwl + a2 d- 1, Iwl + a~t(Iwl + 1)~), 
then w /s a prefix of a word in lim L. Whether such a word v can be found can be 
checked by exhaustive search. We have proved the following theorem: 
THEOREM 7.3. Let w e L .  We can effectively determine whether w can be extended to 
an to-word in lira L. 
REMARK 7.4. In the special case in which w = e, the above theorem shows that we 
can decide whether lira L is empty. In effect, we have a new method for showing the 
existence of k-power free. to-words over X. Since everything about the existence of 
k-power free to-words over Z is known when k is a whole number, why is this new 
method interesting? The fact that k is a whole number is used in an essential way only 
once in this paper, to establish one inequality in the proof of Lemma 4.2. Perhaps the 
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method of this paper can be extended to fractional k, where there are open existence 
problems (see [13]). 
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